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Editor
Victorian Elegance: After 
many long hours and much 
hard work, the latest new 
locomotive to roll off the 
production line came up to 
Beech Hurst last weekend. 
Pictured is Roy Preston’s 
London Chatham & Dover 
Railway locomotive ‘Europa’, 
a report appears inside… 

 



Editor’s Notes 
 
As our AGM approaches once more, thoughts turn again to our new season, 
which by the time you are reading this will be less than a month away. Gone 
have the darkest winter days and hopefully with them some of the freezing 
temperatures we have experienced since Christmas. Ironically, in a time of little 
rain our New Year’s run day must rate as one of, if not the, wettest so far of 
2012! That said, we need the rain and I strongly suspect that it will happen as 
long as it avoids the weekends! 
Thanks to Chris for his article in the December edition, also Andrew S for his 
article and pictures too. 
In this edition, we have all the regular features, as well as a write up from the 
New Year run, Alexandra Palace show and articles from Andrew S, Ray, Roy P 
and Stephen Hutton too, so please read on and enjoy… 

Andrew 
Subscriptions 
 
I am pretty much there with subscriptions for 2012, just a handful left to take in so 
if you have yet to pay then please do so ASAP and I can cross your name off my 
hit list! Just a reminder that the subscription amounts remain the same as for 
2011 at £5 for under-18’s and over-60’s, and £10 the rest in between. Cash is 
always preferable but cheques to ‘SMLS Ltd’ are equally acceptable and can be 
left at the club on my clip or posted to the address on the front of the newsletter. 
Membership cards are all done and if you have not received yours then please 
see me at the Club or for those not at the AGM they are in with this newsletter. 
 
Chairman’s Notes 
 
We began 2012 with a pleasant ‘get together’ on New Year’s Day. It was very 
well attended with about 35 members and guests enjoying an excellent buffet 
lunch. Thank you to Val and John for getting most of the food and drinks, 
including cooking the delicious ham and beef joints. Howard once again acted as 
host for the day, in charge of carving the meats and keeping the kitchen in order, 
ably assisted by Steve S who was in charge of the bakery section, turning out the 
freshly cooked bread rolls! Thanks to Roy Preston’s wife Olina for her delicious 
apple cake deserts, and to everyone who ‘chipped in’ with serving drinks and 
washing up etc… It all went very smoothly, except for the weather, which 
although fine until mid-morning then went quickly downhill. John R had a good 
run with his new 5” ‘Britannia’ (which has received a few tweaks to the valve 
setting and some new safety valves over the winter). The other engine (and 
drivers) to brave the wet weather was ‘Dougal’ with Andrew S and Andrew B. 
They were testing Andrew S’ engine, its first time running on the track with a real 
fire and steam powered (as opposed to a compressed air cylinder a few months 
ago). Congratulations to him for achieving a ‘Highly Commended’ award at the 
Sandown Park show and for the promising way it seemed to be running in the 
rain on January 1st! 



The winter work is also well on its way towards completion. 
All the garden seats have been refurbished by many members, but mainly by 
Mike W and Roy P who did most of the preparation work. 
I’ve finished most of the essential work on the track with help from several 
members and checked all round ready for the new season. 
Ray has finished some new protection covers to go on the trucks (when a seat is 
removed). These are designed to prevent any fingers accidentally being caught 
in the wheels of a trailing passenger car which has had the seat removed for any 
reason. Station Masters / Drivers please ensure no passenger trucks run in 
service without either a seat or cover, thank you! 
Andrew B and Andrew S have refurbished the short set of trucks and 
strengthened the foot rests. These seem to be subject to increasing forces as our 
passengers get bigger and heavier year by year! They have also finished 
painting the old ‘long green’ truck to match the ‘new’ one built last year and 
create a matching pair in blood & custard colours. 
Peter C and Graham have been working on the construction of the new club 
electric locomotive chassis and Graham has been changing the charging 
arrangements for our club electrics to avoid removing the body shells each time. 
The storage signal board has had a repaint by Nick, and Laurie has started a 
repaint of the works bin chassis’. 
Pyro wiring out to the track has been replaced and is ready for rewiring, whilst 
the usual piles of leaves have been removed from around the track. Thanks to all 
the volunteers on this sometimes endless winter task, everywhere looks very tidy 
and ready for the new season. 
The Club also exhibited again at Alexandra Palace and thanks are due to all 
those who worked hard to make it a success. 
Last week we also had our annual fire extinguisher inspection and it was pointed 
out that bottles of solvent, aerosol paints and thinners etc… should be stored in 
the ‘flam’ store and not the clubhouse to avoid compromising our fire insurance. 
Please be vigilant about these matters, thank you again. 
The AGM looms soon, and before long the running season for 2012 will begin. 
The running book is made out for the season and is ready for your names to be 
added to start the ball rolling again! 

Mike  
Recent Social Events 
 
New Year’s Day has been unpredictable over the past few years and this year 
we got mild but also wet weather too! For the 1st January you couldn’t expect 
much else but I would have preferred cold and dry rather than wet. With this 
years changed format, a turn out of up to 45 was expected for the lunch time 
meal, although given the weather probably not too many on the track!  
For those early birds it did at least start out dry, until about 11:00, and Andrew S 
was lucky enough to be able to prepare ‘Dougal’ mostly in dry before it began to 
rain. Shortly afterwards, ‘Dougal’ was joined on the steaming bays by John 
Richardson’s ‘Britannia’ and this was first on the track, by now getting quite wet!  



As lunchtime approached, a good crowd had gathered inside ready for the feast, 
whilst outside John was still going in the rain and ‘Dougal’ was now ready for its 
first real motion under steam, albeit only in the siding. This turned out to be a 
great success with virtually everything working as planned and, carefully without 
a lubricator, several passes were made with an ever increasing load! By now, 
John had retired to the steaming bays after another successful run and with a 
clear track ‘Dougal’ went out for 1 full lap before retiring too. This was partially 
successful but tempered by the coal supply being exhausted half way round and 
consequently no pressure being generated either! It was however very good to 
see another new locomotive take to the rails (both steamers that day are also our 
newest) and represents an achievement being only the 3rd locomotive started 
from scratch by a teenage member and steamed during the last 30 years or so – 
at least I know of only 2 others in that time. 
Still raining, Laurie then took our club ‘Growler’ out for a spin, getting horribly wet 
in the process but I daresay having a great time too, whilst the rest of us finished 
lunch and chatted inside. 
The weather and drain problems permitting, the day was a great success and 
given enough people I am sure will be in the diary for next year too. 
Through these pages I would like to thank Val and John for purchasing much of 
the food and preparation beforehand. Also to Howard and Steve S who manned 
the kitchen on the day itself and of course to everyone who attended and made it 
a good day. Despite getting wet and blown about it was all worth it and of course 
it was nice to see the track in use, which is what this day is famous for! 

Andrew 
Alexandra Palace Show 
 
This was our second year at the London Model Engineering Exhibition and 
overall it was another excellent one. We were positioned in the same berth as 
last year but benefited from a better stand thanks mainly to some acquired 
backing boards, which were used to display our name board and pictures from 
around the Club. Arriving on the Thursday and further benefiting from using the 
Rose window entrance to unload the van, everything was transported adjacent to 

our tables in a matter of 
½ hour or so. We had 
received a good mix of 
models again this year 
and our display stand 
(picture left) was as 
follows (left – right): 
5” Pump Trolley, 5” HST 
Bogie, 5” ‘Dougal’, 5” 4-
CEP, 5” GNR ‘Single’, 3 
½” Roy Roy x2, 3 ½” 0-
4-0 Freelance Electric 
Locomotive and 5” BR 
Standard 5 ‘Camelot’. 



Having arrived shortly before our allotted time of 14:00, we were done and out by 
about 16:00, ready for the first of 3 days on the Friday. 
The show as a whole went very well indeed and all 3 following days were busy 
with many faces, some familiar and others not, looking around and enjoying what 
we had to offer. Some people stop to chat, whilst others simply look and walk on 
by, but I hope that they all appreciate what we had on display and of course the 
time and effort which goes into each and every Club stand. Our 2 most popular 
exhibits were, I guess, the 2 most unusual ones. The 4-CEP driving coach 
(almost certainly unique) created much discussion and also 2 offers, whilst our 
late decision to put the Pump Trolley in proved to be good one as countless 
people stopped and had to think just for minute about what they were seeing! 
Amazing for something so simple and which took so little time to construct! 
Through these pages I would like to thank everybody who took part in the show, 
during the build up as well as the breaking down. Mainly thanks of course to John 
B for much paperwork and pre-show liaison, to John H and Steve S who made 
the transportation of the pieces this year so much easier and quicker, to Mike W 
for helping on both set up and breakdown days and finally to Andrew S and 
Laurie who helped on breakdown day. 
For me, this is still the premium show in our calendar and one which we can 
hopefully support in years to come. 

Andrew 
Winter Work 
 

Since we are now but a 
month from the opening 
of the new season, the 
majority of our winter 
projects are now over with 
and those still in progress 
are not far from 
completion. 
The two ongoing main 
projects both concern 
items of operational 
importance, namely a 
locomotive and trucks. On 
the traction side, Peter C 

and Graham are still proceeding with our new Class 73 and as I write this, the 
chassis is close to completion and the body is in transit on its way from Kent. 
Wiring and final additions of detail are still to be made but this model should be 
ready, close to or just after the beginning of the season. On the truck side, 
Andrew S & I are now finalising the blood & custard paintwork on what was the 
‘long green’ experimental passenger car and this one together with the new truck 
finished last year will make a nice pair useful behind most medium sized 
locomotives. (Pictured above: The 73 chassis & below: The repainted truck) 



Also inside, Geoff & Ray 
have thoroughly tidied 
and sorted out the library 
cupboards, and all 
outstanding books have 
been recalled for reissue. 
If you are looking through 
the ‘open access’ 
cupboards you are kindly 
requested to make sure 
that books are placed 
back on their relevant 
shelves and in numerical 
order. 

Outside, the gardening keeps plodding on with Brian J, John M, John G and Roy 
P all regularly helping out to keep the ever increasing growth under control. 
Although a lot of work it does keep the place looking smart and also well kept. 
Thank you to all those members who have attended regularly at weekends and 
given up their time to help with Club duties, it is very much appreciated, and our 
clean and smart appearance owes much to this effort. 

Andrew 
Building a 5” LCDR ‘Europa’ 
 

Having a long term 
interest in South Eastern 
locomotives, I decided to 
build a 5” gauge model of 
a London Chatham and 
Dover Railway ‘Europa’ 
class locomotive in 2007, 
just before moving house 
from Weybridge to 
Broadbridge Heath. The 
model version of the 
‘Europa’ 2-4-0 outside 
frame locomotive design 
is often called ‘Asia’ 

because Reeves advertise it as such. In fact, there were only four locomotives 
built in 1873 by Sharp Stewart & Co. to the ‘Europa’ Class design of William 
Martley, later referred to as the Kirtley C Class, and they were named ‘Africa’, 
‘America’, ‘Asia’ and ‘Europa’. An additional two of similar design were in fact 
completed in 1876 but were never given nameplates although apparently they 
were intended to be named ‘India’ and ‘Ethiopia’. The class was used for the 
Dover Boat trains in the latter part of the 19th century. Originally, the locomotives 
had no covered cabs but within a few years of commissioning they were added, 
and other changes were made including the addition of Westinghouse brakes. 



My ‘Europa’ is depicted as being about 1880 by which time Martley had died and 
the new LCDR locomotive superintendent was William Kirtley. I believe the livery 
and lamps (Kirtley design) depict the 1880 era although someone may well 
believe otherwise!!  
Getting back to the model and after a slow start I joined SMLS in 2009 after 
which time I was able to put more effort into setting up a workshop and building 
‘Europa’. She is based on the drawings of Les Saxby as supplied by Reeves. 
With hindsight, I would have made some important changes to a few key 
dimensions in order to avoid what may be one / two major problems in the future.  
For instance, the space available for the reversing rod between the wheels and 
splashers is really insufficient, leading to a very thin knuckle joint at the side of 
the cab. I guess the lesson is never to believe a designer’s drawing unless you 
check every key dimension. When it came to the boiler, I have never built one 
before so I decided to have it made by Cheddar Valley Steam and I must say 
they did an excellent job, far better than I could have done. 

One of the many benefits 
of belonging to Beech 
Hurst is that there is 
always someone who can 
offer advice. Never having 
built a locomotive before, 
I encountered many 
challenges and it was 
always worth discussing 
these with colleagues. 
There are very few 
members that I have not 
discussed some issue or 
other with and gained 

useful information about methods and techniques. There are too many instances 
to mention them all except to say a collective thank you to one and all. However, 
apart from a special mention of Andrew and Mike, perhaps the most beneficial 
help came from John West whose long experience with his ‘City of Truro’, which 
is of similar construction with outside frames, working leaf springs and slide 
valves below the pistons, was always most helpful. More than once, John made 
valuable suggestions which helped me enormously. 
As for the current stage of the project, the first trial steaming took place towards 
the end of February and everything seems to be working, at least at the moment. 
She is a bit stiff and clearly needs some careful running in. With 7 inch diameter 
driving and coupled wheels and large splashers there is no access between the 
boiler and splashers for lubricating the big ends or eccentrics, so they will have to 
be lubricated from underneath. Also, I am a bit concerned about the integrity of 
outside cranks and the various taper pins. The model weighs about 40 kg (88 lb) 
so it is quite small compared with many others so it remains to be seen what its 
potential is on the Beech Hurst track – watch this space. 

Roy Preston 
 



Building a 5” W&L ‘Dougal’ 
 
After one thousand and 
ninety six hours of 
construction, the first fire 
was lit in ‘Dougal’ on 31st 
December 2011, less 
than 24 hours before its 
planned debut. This was 
only thanks to a lot of 
mid-night oil being burned 
during the previous two 
weeks, not helped by the 
traditional Christmas 
colds and a trip to 
Brighton A&E! There 
where however one or two problems encountered along the way, like the kindly 
donated piece of grate, earmarked for the loco, being far too narrow a fit. 
Consequently, one had to be made from scratch, something which had not been 
accounted for. (Pictured above: Shame the weather wasn’t better, ‘Dougal’ in 
the siding before additional load was added) 
Thankfully, everything worked as planned 
with the injector, gauge glass blow down 
and regulator all doing what they should. 
Only the safety valve caused a few 
problems to start with, changing its mind 
about when to lift and when to seat. With 
the valve sorted, ‘Dougal’ was allowed to 
spend an hour or so running up and down 
the siding on New Years Day with 
spectacular effect. For testing purposes, I 
borrowed Andrew’s ‘Rail Motor’ tender for 
coal and water storage, and the loco 
steamed perfectly, I couldn’t have asked for 
more.  
Following on from New Years Day, ‘Dougal’ 
has returned to the shed, where the ever 
increasing list of jobs is being finished off. 
These included things like the lubricator, 
which we were unfortunately unable to 
complete in time and also things that 
cropped up during the trails like attention 
given to the by-pass valve and making a proper fire hole door! (Pictured above: 
With a crowd gathering ‘Dougal’ undergoes final testing of steam valves) 
 

Andrew S 



Swiss Vapeur Parc 
 

During a recent holiday in the 
South of Switzerland I was 
lucky enough to visit the 
Swiss Vapeur Parc. Situated 
at the eastern end of Lake 
Geneva, this 5” and 7.25” 
railway has to be the ultimate 
in what can be squeezed into 
a small area. Like Dobwells 
and the Great Cockcrow 
railways the route twists and 
turns frequently, meeting itself 
and giving superb views of 
other trains. However, unlike 
anything that I’ve come 

across in the UK, the entire park is fully landscaped with paths, a lake and hills 
that you can stroll around to enjoy the views and photograph the trains. You also 
keep coming across various little models like a waterwheel. You can also view 
the many structures built for the trains including a water tower at the station and 
a most impressive suspension bridge across the lake. (Picture next page) 

The railway runs a fleet of 
steam and petrol powered 
locomotives. I felt a certain 
irony in that 7 out of the 8 
petrol locomotives are models 
of electric trains. The main 
operating fleet are models 
based on locomotives from 
the extensive meter gauge 
systems in Switzerland and 
the former East Germany. 
This gives a good, stable ride, 
in wide comfortable coaches. 
The web site even mentions 
enclosed coaches for days 

when the weather requires it. I was most impressed by a rake of disabled 
coaches which included easy wheelchair access. It also appears that each 
locomotive has its own set of coaches in an appropriate livery. 
On the day of my visit, three trains were running, hauled by one steam and two 
petrol locomotives. I understand that up to 9 trains can be run at the same time. 
A journey on the main line takes around 15 minutes and must be getting on for 
2km. There is also a slightly shorter route using the second petrol locomotive.  
(Pictures above: The station layout and engine shed round house) 



This has its own station, 
shares a lot of the route with 
the main line, but has a 
section of rack and pinion 
operation. This is towards the 
end of the journey with a 
steep climb followed by the 
drop back into the station.  
(See picture left) 
For more details, the parc has 
its very own informative web 
site. The English version can 
be found at this address: 
http://www.swissvapeur.ch/en/ 
 
It is with great sadness that I 
heard this marvellous railway 
suffered a major theft 
between 5 and 16 November. 
The thieves broke the doors 
of 3 workshops and stole two 
locomotives. One was a 
Steam locomotive (described 
as a Mallet) and the second, a 
petrol locomotive (based on 
BVB stock). This must have 
been a well organised job, as 
these locomotives are 
extremely heavy. The BVB 
loco weighs approx’ 800 kg! 
 
(Picture left is an overview 
of the parc and railway 
layout, and very impressive 
it is too!) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stephen H 



A Logical Answer 
 
A young boy scout arrived at Levisham station, complete with heavy ruc-sac. 
He then set off up the very steep 2 mile long road to the village at the top of the 
adjacent hill. 
Arriving at the village he thankfully placed his ruc-sac on the ground and turning 
to an elderly local gentleman seated outside the nearby local hostelry asked, 
“Why did they build the station so far away from the village?” 
Having thought about it for a few moments the gentleman replied, “Well I 
suppose they wanted it near the railway!” 

Ray 
Forthcoming Events 
 
As this edition will be out on the night of the AGM or delivered just afterwards, 
there are very few Forthcoming Events to report at the present time. 
In March, we have been invited to play a Pentanque match in the park on 
Saturday 17th from about 13:00 and if you are interested in participating then 
please add your name to the list in the clubhouse. This match generally lasts a 
couple of hours, is great fun and mostly down to luck depending on how much 
gravel the Council have deposited on the Pistes! 
Beyond this, we have the regular Club Night’s in April and May, and in the April 
newsletter I will put together a list of any forthcoming visits, BBQ evenings etc…, 
as the following newsletter will be towards the end of June. 

Andrew 
Diary of Events 
 
17th March 2012 – Pentanque Match at Beech Hurst from approx. 13:00. 
 
5th April 2012 – Club Night – Will start at approx. 1900. 
 
3rd May 2012 – Club Night – Will start at approx. 1900. 
 
NB. Certain events may be organised at short notice and will not therefore 
appear in the newsletter. Please check black / notice boards in the clubhouse for 
details of such events. 

Andrew 



How Things Changed: Looking at the design and styling of many 
turn of the century locomotives, it is interesting to see just how much 
changed from the time of these early engines to the mass produced 
BR Standard types of the 1950’s. More powerful and practical were 
the Standard’s but whether or not more elegant and stylish is 
definitely open to debate! 
 
 

Sussex Miniature Locomotive Society Ltd 
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